
ner is a boiled lobster or some-

thing worse. But if you read The
Tribune, Recoid-Heral- d or News,
any Republican who isn't against
Lorimer ought to be thrown in
the lake.

But you are worse off still if
you read the American or Ex-
aminer, for then you are bound
to believe that any Democrat
who doesn't bow down and wor-
ship at the shrine of Hearst and
Harrison has no business to be
alive outside a penitentiary.

Anyway you look at it every
mother's son of them wants
something for himself. He either
wants the job he holds or wants
one some other fellow holds.
And not a blessed one) of them
cares a tinker's cuss about the
people of Chicago except to get
their votes.

The older the average man gets
the more he becomes convinced
that the difference between Dem-
ocrats and Republicans exists
only when they are after votes.
Once they get in office you can't
tell the difference with a micro-
scope.

When we see politicians like
Hearst, Harrison and Andy Law-
rence hollering "boss" at Roger

ullivan, and telling what a ter-
rible fellow Roger is, we have a
sneaking suspicion that Andy
wants Roger out so Andy can
get in.

And we imagine the people
would get it in the same place
with Andy in as with Andy out
and RoRger in. The difference
between any two bosses is about
the diffeernce between Tweedle- -
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And in the meantime street car
service is rotten, the streets of
Chicago are slimy with filth, the
telephone company does about as
it darned pleases with,its sub-

scribers, taxes don't go down, the
cost of living keeps up, and most
people have a dickens of a time
making both ends meet.

We have another notion about
this political game, however, and
that is that about the only ones
who get excited are the poli-

ticians themselves. The great
majority of men mind their own
business and wonder what makes
all th epolitical crooks get crazy,
once a year.

Just for the fun of it we( should
like to have the newspapers that
seem to be crazy with political
heat tell their readers just avhat
there is in all this excitement for
the average man who works for
hs living and doesn't make it out
of politics.

Not Always Loaded.

Gabbleigh They say that lan-
guage is the vehicle qf thought,
you know.

Keene Yes, but a lot of times
it travels empty. Boston Even-
ing Transcript.

Aviators trying for altitude rec-
ords can prevent the disasters be-

falling some of their fellows on
account of the rarified atmos-
phere several thousands feet
above ground by wearing an in-

halation mask equipped with
compressed oxygen, according to
French physicians
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